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New Holland 70 Series GENESIS™ tractors are still the most

advanced, productive tractor on the market. All four models are built
for the way you want to work.

Model 8670 - 145 PTO hp
Model 8770 - 160 PTO hp
Model 8870 - 180 PTO hp
Model 8970 - 210 PTO hp

Tightest Turnaround - the exclusive SuperSteer™ FWD axle
lets you make a simple U-turn, even on 22- and 20-inch rows.

Smoothest Powershift - You’ve gotta feel the difference of the
straight-line shuttle and easy programmable upshift and downshift.

The Most Power - GENESIS™ engines produce up to 50%
torque rise for maximum pulling power, and maximum fuel efficiency.

Easiest Servicing - From the flip-up hood to easy component
removal, the GENESIS is designed for durability and easy
maintenance.

The Best Warranty - 3 years, 3,000 hours, no deductible
Stop in and test drive the tractors that set the standard
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NEW! New Holland TND/TNS
Tractors 42 to 62 PTO hp

Customer driven design
TND/TNS tractors have the features customers say they need.
These tractors outperform and outmaneuver all others in the
three-cylinder class. Plus they’re loaded with comfort and conve-
nience usually found on much bigger tractors.
Exclusive SuperSteer™ FWD axle makes TNS tractors the
most maneuverable all purpose tractors available.
BxB or 16x16 Synchro Command™ transmissions feature
synchronized gears and a synchronized, left hand mechanical
shuttle. The 16x16 includes four speeds 1 mph or less.
BxB or 16x16 Synchro Command transmissions with power
shuttle offer clutchless, forward/reverse shuttling for superior
operator convenience.
Exclusive Traction Management System (TNS tractors only)
automatically engages FWD when and only when you need it.
Four wheel differential lock is electro-hydraulically engaged on
TNStractors for maximum power to ground performance.
Comfortable cab is suspended and pressurized, shielding the
operator from vibration, noise and dirt. Heater and A/C, two
doors, tilt/telescoping steering, front and rear washers and
wipers, and a best-in-class lighting package are standard.
Excellent visibility and an overall height as low as 85.1” lets you
go places competitive cab tractors can’t.

NEW TM TRACTORS

New TM Tractors SMOOTH
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The NEW TM tractors from New Holland are smooth per-
formers:

Smooth shifting - Power Command™ full power-shift
transmission provides smooth clutch-free gear changes in
all conditions.

Smooth turning - SuperSteer™ FWD axle option pro-
vides the tightest turning available.

Smooth ride - Comfortßide™ cab suspension and
Terraglade™ suspended FWD axle option give you a
smooth ride.

Smooth power - Genesis™ engines deliver reliable
power and exceptional lugging ability.
Stop by for a TM tractor test drive today.


